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Due to the success of transplantation to overcome end stage organ disease the
numbers of patients on the waiting list have increased. As donor shortage remains,
alternatives to cope with this problem have been explored and living donation have been
promoted and increased. Also, in liver donation and transplantation this phenomenon has
taken place. As living liver donation, in contrast to living kidney donation, is associated
with a different percentage of morbidity and chance of mortality other sources to increase
the number of donor livers are being explored. As in kidney donation, nowadays older,
more marginal and even non-heart-beating donor livers are accepted for transplantation.
It is very likely that many of these organs are less viable than those retrieved from
relatively young trauma donors in the past. The question is whether our current standards
and methods to procure and preserve donor livers are sufficient to maintain organ
viability and allow immediate function after transplantation. We hypothesize that the
limits in cold-storage preservation have been reached and other methods are required for
better preservation to keep the liver viable and prevent a swift deterioration of the liver
during the preservation period. Since machine perfusion has demonstrated excellent
results in kidney preservation it could be worthwhile to explore this technique for the
liver as well. The use of continuous machine preservation via both portal vein and hepatic
artery could result in better perfusion of the microcirculation and in a decrease of one of
the important complications in liver transplantation, the occurrence of Ischemic-Type-
Biliary-Lesions. Improving liver preservation and thus maintaining liver viability for a
longer cold ischemic period could also allow the use of older, marginal or even non-heart-
beating donor livers to expand the donor pool.

The work presented in this thesis is a result of an intensive collaboration between two
research groups. The Departments of BioMedical Engineering and Surgery, especially the
Surgery Research Laboratory, have been working hand in hand to develop a hypothermic
machine perfusion system for the liver. Both groups have collaborated in this
developmental process with mutual advise and expertise focussing on a product useful in
clinical practise. During one of our first brain storm sessions a list of essential
requirements was made which consisted of biomedical as well as technical demands for a
machine perfusion preservation system to be effective, safe, easy-to-use and applicable
in the clinical setting. The list included five main groups of interest: effective
preservation, measurement and control, safety of the system, an easy-to-use set-up and
a good market value. Each main group was subdivided into important topics (Table 1). The
defined topics were analyzed using either animal experiments in the Surgery Research
Laboratory or technical analyses of separate components for the set-up of machine
perfusion. Besides dealing with the nominated topics, new problems were also addressed
and have resulted in new insights in liver procurement and preservation. 
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Table 1: Requirements for the portable machine perfusion system, divided in five main groups of
interest and subdivided in topics to be addressed during the development of a hypothermic
machine perfusion set-up.

Preservation Control Safety Easy to use Market value
temperature temperature sterility transportable reliable
oxygenation pressure stand alone modular low cost

perfusion flow infallible compatible liver quality 

nutrients feedback CS backup ingle operator preservation time 
waste products interface enduring

In Chapter 3 the key factors in liver preservation and transplantation are discussed.
Cellular mechanisms and methods to preserve donor organs are addressed and a brief
description of liver outcome after cold preservation and transplantation is given. Also,
the first experimental efforts with hypothermic machine perfusion of the kidney have
been summarized to point at the beneficial effects of HMP in human kidney
transplantation and to elucidate remaining questions concerning HMP of the kidney. The
pathophysiological effects of cold preservation are reviewed and effective cold-
preservation solutions are discussed. Chapter 3 also describes which components are
important for effective preservation solutions. The solution mostly used is the University
of Wisconsin organ preservation solution (UW). To comprehend why the UW solution was
chosen as preservation solution in our experiments, the components necessary for
effective preservation and the different available preservation solutions including their
components are described. To date, one solution is used for both donor blood wash-out
and preservation of the graft. Preservation is, however, not the only important time
period, some other time periods are equally important to improve organ outcome after
transplantation and should be addressed as well. In the donation-transplantation
sequence four distinct time periods can be identified: donor and donation with the first
warm ischemia time, cold preservation, second warm ischemia time and warm
reperfusion. Thus, several different preservation solutions can be used and four time
periods in the donation transplantation time path are important to identify. Keeping this
in mind we studied the first hurdle in improving liver preservation.

A first step towards an improved preservation technique is made in Chapter 4 in
which we discuss the procurement operation in the donor. During our first attempts to
preserve the rat liver we encountered a problem concerning wash-out of donor blood
from the microvasculature. During retrieval of the donor liver we used low perfusion
pressures for the initial donor blood wash-out to prevent disruption of endothelial cells
from their matrix. We observed a patchy distribution of the University of Wisconsin
organ preservation solution (UW), in which the hilum was properly perfused. UW did,
however, not reach the periphery of liver parenchyma (Figure 1). In Chapter 4 we study
how to perfuse the liver during procurement in order to achieve an optimal distribution
of UW, preserve liver function and minimize (endothelial) injury. 
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Figure 1: A patchy perfused liver after blood wash-out and procurement using UW organ
preservation solution enriched with ink.

In Chapter 5 we illustrate what might have been the cause of poor UW perfusion
during organ retrieval. This study addresses the interaction of blood with one of the
components of the UW solution: hydroxyethyl starch. In the subsequent chapters
important topics for the preservation time-period are discussed. Hypothermia is used as
the main mechanism to protect the liver from catabolic processes by lowering its
metabolism. Although hypothermia decreases metabolism it does not completely
abolish it.

Chapter 6 focusses on the topic whether oxygenation of the UW solution during
preservation is needed to support remaining metabolic activity. Surprisingly, the
necessity of oxygenated preservation has never been thoroughly investigated for HMP
of abdominal organs. Oxygenation could be necessary to support metabolism, but it
might also result in the formation of injurious reactive oxygen species. Therefore, we
question if oxygenation of UW is beneficial or possibly detrimental during cold
preservation.

Four experimental models were available to study ischaemia-reperfusion, including:
isolated hepatocytes, precision cut liver slices, isolated perfusion of the liver or liver
transplantation. The precision cut liver slice model allows the evaluation of microscopy,
injury parameters and liver function assays at several time points in a single liver. We
have been using this model to judge tissue injury and function and answered if
oxygenation is necessary during preservation. The next question could not be answered
with this model: does the combined effect of high partial oxygen pressures and shear-
stress on the endothelial cell layer deteriorate liver function to unacceptable levels? An
‘intact organ’ reperfusion model is required to answer this question. To better judge liver
outcome after preservation we re-designed the isolated perfused liver model (IPL). The
IPL-model allows reperfusion of the intact liver in a set-up that simulates warm
reperfusion in-vivo. Successful transplantation of the liver is the ultimate test for new
procurement methods, however, this model was considered premature during the
developmental stage of HMP preservation. This model can be used to demonstrated liver
viability and metabolism of the intact organ in a controllede in-vitro setting. We were,
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nevertheless, studying dual vessel HMP of the liver in contrast to the single vessel IPL-
model. Obviously, the IPL-model it is not the best method to study hepatic artery
related graft injury due to dual vessel perfusion in HMP. Thus, we chose to develop a
dual vessel in-vitro reperfusion model for the rat liver, the Isolated dual Perfused Liver
(IdPL) model, which is described in Chapter 7.

After defining that oxygenation is important during cold preservation and the
theoretical assumption of an optimal perfusion pressure, we made a next step towards
hypothermic perfusion preservation of the liver. We used the newly developed IdPL-
model to judge liver injury and function after preservation in the rat liver HMP set-up.
In Cahpter 8 we addressed the question whether HMP is a better method to preserve the
rat liver and also questioned if oxygenation during preservation could result in
aggravation of liver injury. The combination of oxygen induced cellular injury and shear-
stress could deteriorate liver function even more severely than oxygenation or shear-
stress alone. During the analysis of our data we not only concluded that oxygenation
with high partial oxygen pressures can be safely used, but also that the originally
chosen perfusion pressure could have been too high. The originally chosen perfusion
pressures have been used for kidney preservation with good results, however, appeared
to be detrimental in liver machine perfusion preservation. 

In the next study in Chapter 9, we than tested three different pressure settings during
cold perfusion of the liver. The original perfusion pressures, 50% of normal rat liver
circulation, were compared to perfusion pressures at 25% and 12.5% of normal liver
circulation at 37 °C. To allow successful clinical application of HMP, some technical
considerations should be taken into account. It is mandatory for its implementation in
clinical practise that this technique is compatible with the standard operating procedures
that are in use during organ procurement. The static cold storage technique should be the
basis for the design of a HMP system allowing similar handling, procedures and materials
for both cold-storage and HMP. In Chapter 10 a technical review is presented in which the
results from our studies are discussed and placed in a near perspective.

The aim of our studies was to develop hypothermic machine perfusion of the liver.
Any means to safely bridge a longer time span between procurement and transplantation
will, nevertheless, be an important advancement in preservation technology. We,
therefore, first identified important components in machine preservation and its
possible use in both cold-storage and machine perfusion. By doing so we defined each
component in the HMP set-up separately, judging their importance and necessity. In
this way an application of a machine perfusion black-box full of components with
uncertain benefit to the liver is prevented. We also aimed to allow a safe increase of
the donor pool. It is likely that an improvement in organ viability could result in an
increase in preservation time as well, and thus facilitate the inclusion of ‘extended
criteria’ donor organs or even non-heart-beating donor liver without detrimental effects
in the outcome after transplantation.
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